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The traditional approach in the study of hydrodynamic stability of stratified fluids includes the 
stick boundary conditions between layers. However, this rule may be violated in polymer 
systems and as a consequence various instabilities may arise. The main objective of this paper is 
to analyze theoretically the influence of slip boundary conditions on the hydrodynamic stability 
of the interface between two immiscible viscous layers subjected to simple shear flow. It is found 
that the growth rate of long-wave disturbances is fairly sensitive to the slip at the interface 
between layers as well as at the external boundary. These phenomena are shown to give different 
contributions to the stability of shear flow depending on viscosity, thickness, and density ratios 
of the layers. Particularly, the interfacial slip can increase the perturbation growth rate and lead 
to unstable flow. An important consequence of this effect is the violation of stability for sheared 
layers with equal viscosities and densities in a broad range of thickness ratios. The conditions of 
long-wave propagation are analyzed as well, showing a strong dependence on the type of 
boundary conditions.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Several observations were recognizing slip of flowing polymer melts near solid walls1-7 as 
well as at polymer-polymer interfaces.8 Slip was also mentioned in water confined between 
hydrophobic surfaces.9-11 Discontinuity of the velocity profile at the slippery interfaces results in 
abnormally low viscosity observed both for water and immiscible polymer blends.12-14 The 
physical origin of slip depends on properties of both fluids and contacting surfaces. For instance, 
in the case of a polymer melt, wall slip is basically a function of the contact energy and of the 
molecular weight of the polymer. The first parameter controls the adhesion strength while the 
chain length controls the entanglements with macromolecules in the bulk. If the characteristic 
adhesion time is much smaller than the disentanglement time, slip may appear only due to the 
failure of adhesion.15 In the case of confined water, adhesive slip may arise as a result of the 
competition between hydrogen bonding in the bulk and weak interaction with the hydrophobic 
surface. On the contrary, if interactions with the solid surface become significant, the slip 
boundary conditions may occur only for polymer fluids. Brochard and de Gennes16 pointed out 
that disentanglement of adhered chains with the remaining polymer melt could result in cohesive 
slip. 
Slip at the interface between immiscible polymer melts is caused by a sharp decrease in 
the interfacial viscosity. Its origin is conditioned by different mobilities of polymer chains at the 
interface and in the bulk. Indeed, assuming that contacting polymers obey Rouse dynamics, it 
was argued that the interfacial viscosity is proportional to the average length of polymer loops 
penetrating into the opposite phase, which are much less than the total chain length.17-19 
The simplest slip boundary condition at the flat interface between two fluids (see Fig. 1) 
is given by Navier’s ratio 
     0ˆˆ0ˆ0ˆ )1(12
1
1)2(1
)1(
1 
luu       (1) 
describing the discontinuity of fluid velocity in terms of the applied shear stress  0ˆ )1(12 . We 
denote )(1ˆ u  as the horizontal projection of the velocity of the -layer; 1ˆl  is the interfacial 
slippage length corresponding to the extrapolation of the upper fluid velocity to zero. The higher 
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the slippage length, the larger the discontinuity of the velocity profiles; 1ˆl  is equal to zero under 
the non-slip boundary condition. The slippage length of a pair of immiscible polymers depends 
on the value of the Flory-Huggins parameter and can amount to 45 m.8 But in the case of a 
fluid-solid interface the slippage length may reach hundreds of microns in the case of high 
molecular-weight polymers.5,15 
Apart from shear thinning, slip was shown to influence notably the stability of capillary 
flow and the shape of a polymer extrudate.6,20-23 Particularly, depending on the flow rate, the wall 
slip of linear polymer melts at the capillary die may lead to a spurt or oscillatory flow. These 
flow instabilities can generate roughness at the free surface (known as sharkskin) or even gross 
distortions of the extrudate. Though much attention was devoted to capillary instabilities, the 
influence of slip on the stability of the interface between sheared immiscible fluids has not yet 
been studied. Among a great deal of papers analyzing the interfacial stability of different 
stratified fluids24-29 attention was paid solely to the non-slip boundary conditions. Meanwhile 
there are several indications of correlation of hydrodynamic interfacial stability with the type of 
boundary conditions. This is suggested, for instance, by essentially different morphologies 
observed in reactive and nonreactive polymer blends after extrusion. It may be considered as a 
manifestation of the strong influence of modified boundary conditions on the nascent structure. 
The main goal of this work is to show how the slip boundary conditions would alter the 
interfacial stability of a two-layer viscous fluid system subjected to low Reynolds number simple 
shear flow. For this purpose we generalize the long-wave perturbation theory, which provides 
stability diagrams showing the evolution of interfacial disturbances in terms of slippage lengths 
and system parameters such as ratios of viscosities, thicknesses, and densities of the layers. The 
important outcome of this study is that slip at the interface between viscous fluids promotes 
interfacial instability while slip at a solid wall may reduce it down to the neutral stability. 
The paper is organized as follows. The governing equations and boundary conditions are 
considered in section II. In the third section the regimes of shear flow with slip boundary 
conditions are discussed. They include the primary flow and the flow perturbed by the long-wave 
disturbances. The fourth section is devoted to the perturbation analysis of the eigenvalue problem 
for propagation of interfacial waves. The wave speed and the amplitude growth rate of the 
disturbances are derived there. The analysis of propagation of disturbances and stability 
diagrams are discussed in the last part of the paper. 
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II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Let us consider two superposed layers of incompatible and incompressible Newtonian 
fluids confined between parallel solid plates. Each layer is characterized by its viscosity  , 
density  , and thickness d  with index  = 1, 2 corresponding to the upper and the lower 
layer respectively (see Fig. 1). The lower plate is kept fixed while the upper one moves along the 
1xˆ -axis with a constant velocity V generating simple shear flow. We are going to examine the 
two-dimensional flow described by the horizontal 1ˆu  and the vertical 2uˆ  projections of the fluid 
velocity. The origin of the reference frame is located at the undisturbed interface between the 
layers. Hence the upper and the lower walls are situated at 12ˆ dx   and 22ˆ dx   respectively. 
The governing Navier-Stokes equations for the upper and the lower viscous layers can be 
presented in the dimensionless form: 
)2(121
)2(
)1(11
)1(
i
i
i
i
i
i
uR
x
pr
Dt
Du
uR
x
p
Dt
Du






      (2) 
with the dimensionless coordinates ix , velocities )(iu , pressure p, and time t defined by the 
following expressions 
1/ˆ dxx ii  , Vuu ii /ˆ )()(   ,  21/ˆ Vpp  , 1/ˆ dVtt  .    (3) 
Index i = 1, 2 denotes the type of axis. The Reynolds numbers of the upper and lower layers are 
defined as 11111   VdR  and 112 RrmR   where the viscosity and density ratios, 12 /m  
and 12 / r , are introduced. The differential operators 2211 xuxutDt
D



  and 
22
2
21
2
xx 

  correspond to the convective time derivative and 2D Laplacian respectively. The 
positions of the upper and lower plates correspond to 12 x  and nx 2 , where 12 / ddn   is 
the thickness ratio. 
The incompressibility condition for the fluids is described by the equations 
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1 


x
u
x
u     ( = 1, 2)    (4) 
The velocity profile of the considered two-phase system depends significantly on 
boundary conditions at the outer walls and the interface between the fluid layers. Assuming the 
non-slip boundary condition at the upper plate, we obtain the following projections of the surface 
velocity 
  11,1)1(1 xu  and   01,1)1(2 xu      (5) 
On the other hand, we suppose that slip takes place at the lower wall as well as at the interface 
between the layers. We will assume that the discontinuities of the tangent velocities at these 
interfaces are proportional to the applied stress according to Navier-type boundary conditions. At 
the lower wall we thus obtain: 
 
nx
x
u
lnxu


2
2
)2(
121)2(1 ,      (6a) 
while the vertical projection of the velocity is 
  0,1)2(2  nxu .      (6b) 
Parameter 122 /ˆ dll   corresponds to the dimensionless slippage length of the second layer at the 
lower plate. 
The boundary conditions at the interface between the layers must take into account the 
local curvature of the disturbed interface  txyx ,12  . For this reason Eq. (1), corresponding to 
the undisturbed interface 02 x , should be modified: instead of the Cartesian projections of 
velocities and stresses, the tangent and normal components to an arbitrary point of the disturbed 
interface should be considered. The following boundary conditions are then obtained 
       yxlyxuyxu tntt ,/,, 1)1(111)2(1)1(  ,     (7a) 
   yxuyxu nn ,, 1)2(1)1(         (7b) 
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where t and n denote the tangent and normal projections. The first equation represents the Navier 
slip boundary condition with dimensionless slippage length 111 /ˆ dll  . For the undisturbed 
interface Eq. (7a) coincides with Eq. (1). Note that depending on the thickness 1d  of the upper 
layer the dimensionless slippage lengths 1l  and 2l  may take on wide-ranging values. Hence one 
may tentatively conclude that the slip should not affect the flow under the conditions 11 lˆd  , 
2ˆl . On the contrary, a significant variation of the interfacial stability is expected for sufficiently 
thin layers. 
 The stress boundary conditions involve (i) the continuity of the shear stress and (ii) the 
balance of the normal stresses with the Laplace pressure due to the interfacial tension  at the 
disturbed interface,  txyx ,12  : 
   yxyx tntn ,, 1)2(1)1(   ,      (8a) 
    21
2
11
)2(1)1( ,,
x
y
d
yxyx nnnn 
  .    (8b) 
We took here into account the fact that the full stress tensor of the -layer depends on the 
pressure p, gravity g, and viscous stress  yxik ,1)(  according to 
  )(22211)( ,   ikkiikik Vgydpyx   . Particularly, its normal component is equal to 
  )(2211)( cos,   nnnn Vgydpyx    where  is the angle between the tangent and the 
2x -axis at an arbitrary point of the interface.  
III. REGIMES OF FLOW 
A. The primary flow 
The primary flow corresponds to the undisturbed interface. In this case the velocity 
profile is described by the horizontal component )()(1  Uu   (see Fig. 1). The Navier-Stokes 
equations (2) indicate that in this case the pressure p is constant and the velocity is the linear 
function 
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Fig. 1. The sketch of the shearing stratified system under the slip boundary conditions at the 
interface between the fluids and the lower wall. The upper plate moves with a constant velocity 
V. The slippage length 1l  and 2l  extrapolate relative boundary velocities to zero. The unit 
vectors n and t correspond to the normal and tangent at arbitrary point of the disturbed interface. 
    VxxU  22)(    ( = 1, 2)    (9) 
where   is the shear rate and V  the interface velocity of the -layer. In this case the boundary 
conditions (5), (6), (7) and (8) degenerate into the following expressions 
  11)1( U ,       (10) 
 
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x
UlnU


2
2
)2(
2)2( ,     (11) 
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22  


xx
x
Um
x
U .   (12) 
Substituting Eq. (9) into Eqs. (10) - (12) and solving the obtained equations we find the 
following characteristic parameters of the primary flow: 
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  121221 ,  lmlnmm   ,     (13) 
    2222211 ,   lnVlmlnV      (14) 
It is seen that the shear rates in the layers decrease with slippage lengths and that the velocity 
discontinuity is proportional to 1l , i.e. 2121 mlVVV  . For the non-slip boundary 
conditions, 021  ll , we get the well-known classical results. 
B. The perturbed flow 
 The disturbance of the interface between the stratified fluids results in a perturbation of 
the fluid velocity in the layers. The total velocity is a sum of the primary and the perturbed 
velocities: 
     21)(12)(21)(1 ,~, xxuxUxxu    and    21)(221)(2 ,~, xxuxxu      (17) 
A small periodical disturbance of the interface,     ctxikytxy  101 exp, , creates a periodical 
perturbation of the velocity,       ctxikxuxxu ii  12)(021)( exp~,~   with dimensionless 
wavenumber  /2 1dk  . The long-wave limit 1d  will be considered in this paper.  
The regime of flow is generally defined by a complex number cicc  0 . The real part 
of this value corresponds to the speed of wave propagation while the imaginary part 
characterizes the growth rate of the perturbation amplitude, which controls the interfacial 
stability. If c  is positive, the amplitude is growing up leading to unstable flow. Otherwise the 
disturbances are damped down.  
The tangential and the normal velocities at the wavy interface  txy ,1  are given by the 
following relationships: 
     
      



cos,sin,,
sin,cos,,
1)(21
)(
121)(
1)(21
)(
121
)(
yxuyxuyxxu
yxuyxuyxxu
n
t


     (18) 
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The angle  between the tangent at the interface and the 1x -axis is equal to  ikyarctan , 
which reduces to iky  in the long-wave limit. Taking that into account and neglecting the 
non-linear terms, we finally obtain: 
     yxuyUyxu tt ,~, 1)()(1)(   ,      0,~,,~ 1)(111)( xutxyyxut       (19) 
   yxuyxxu nn ,~, 1)(21)(   ,       0,~,,~ 1)(211)( xuVtxikyyxun     (20) 
The same approach can be used for the derivation of the perturbations of shear and normal 
stresses at the interface: 
   0,~,~ 1)(121)( xyxtn     and      0,~,2,~ 1)(2211)( xtxyikyxnn       (21) 
Using the incompressibility condition (4), introduce now the stream function  21, xx  
of the -layer: 
2
)(
1~ xu 
   ,   
1
)(
2~ xu 
         (22) 
In the case of periodical disturbances       ctxikxxx  1221 exp,   . Taking into account 
the fact that the vertical projection of the interfacial velocity coincides with the perturbation rate, 
     11)(2 0,~ xyVcikdt
dyxu   , the amplitude of the stream function,  0 , at the 
interlaminar interface can be expressed as: 
 010   cy ,         
(23) 
where  Vcc   is the relative wave velocity of the -layer. Substituting this formula into 
Eqs. (20) and (21), one obtains the tangent and the normal components of the interface 
perturbation velocity expressed in terms of the stream function: 
     0'0~ 1)(0    cyu t        (24) 
   0~ 1)(0  ccikyu n        (25) 
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The amplitudes of the shear and normal viscous stresses at the disturbed interface are then equal 
to 
      00''~ 2)(0   kytn        (26) 
      0'02~ 1)(0    cikynn       (27) 
The Orr-Sommerfeld equation governing the behavior of the -layer stream function is 
obtained by substitution of Eq. (22) into the Navier-Stokes equations (2): 
    2)(42iv ''''2 kUcikRkk    ( = 1, 2).  (28) 
The primes indicate derivatives of amplitude  2x  of the -layer stream-function. The 
boundary value problem should be represented in this case in terms of stream functions. The 
values of the stream functions at the upper and lower walls follow from Eqs. (5) and (6): 
  011  ,   01'1         (29) 
  02  n ,    nln  ''' 222        (30) 
The boundary conditions at the interface between the layers are obtained through 
substitution of Eqs. (24) – (27) into Eqs. (7) and (8). This results in the following equations 
          0'00'0'' 21211121111    klcl      (31) 
   
2
2
1
1 00
cc
        (32) 
        00''00'' 222121  kmk       (33) 
         
               0100'00' 0'30'''0'30''' 211121111122221 1
21222




ckGrikRccrikR
kkm

 (34) 
where 21  VgdG  and   12111  Vd  . The term containing the interfacial tension  in the 
right hand side of Eq. (34) is of order of 3k . By this reason it does not contribute to the long-
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wave problem. It is interesting to note that Eq. (32) accounts for a discontinuity of the stream 
functions at the interface between the layers. This is not the case of sticky boundary conditions. 
Eqs. (29) – (34) constitute the full set of equations necessary to solve the problem of 
hydrodynamic stability of the interface between the viscous layers in the presence of slip and 
subjected to a small-amplitude long-wave perturbation.  
IV. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS 
The stability of the stratified system under small Reynolds number shear flow will be 
treated by means of the perturbation theory. In this case the amplitudes of the stream functions 
and the wave speed can be expanded into series of the small parameter kR : 
...10     and ...0  cicc     (35) 
The terms 0  and 0c  represent the zero-order stream functions and the speed of the interfacial 
waves respectively, while 1  and c  are the corresponding first-order in kR .corrections of 
these values  
A. The zero-order approximation 
We start with the infinite wavelength corresponding to zero value of the wavenumber k. 
In this limit the Orr-Sommerfeld equations (28) degenerate to  
0iv0         (36) 
leading to a cubical polynomial as the zero-order solution: 
  3222220 xDxCxBAx        (37) 
In this case the boundary conditions (29) and (30) at the outer walls remain as before while Eqs. 
(31)-(34) are transformed into the following equations  
   00 02010102  cc         (38) 
   0''0'' 0201  m        (39) 
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       0'00'0'' 020101
2101011   c
aal      (40) 
   0'''0''' 0201  m        (41) 
It is seen herefrom that the zero-order stream functions are independent of the density ratio. 
Substituting Eq. (37) into Eqs. (29), (30), (38) – (41) and solving the obtained set of equations, 
we arrive to the expression of the relative speed of the long-wave propagation 
        
         242232132221 1
2221222
1001
2322133434
3432243212
nnmnnmlnnnmmlnmlnlmlnm
mlnnmlnlmnnlnmnm
Vcc



   
(42) 
taking into account the slip boundary conditions both at the interface between the layers and at 
the lower wall The expressions for the coefficients of the zero-order stream functions (37) in 
terms of m, n, 1l  and 2l  are given in the Appendix. 
In the case of the non-slip boundary conditions Eq. (42) reduces to the well-known 
expression:24 
    
    242
2
210 2322
1120
nnmnnmnm
nmmnllc


    
(43) 
The consequences of the slip boundary conditions on the propagation of the perturbation waves 
will be discussed in the next section. 
B. The first-order approximation 
 In this approximation only terms linear in wavenumber k are kept. In this case the Orr-
Sommerfeld equation (28) is written as 
  0''0)(0iv1    UcikR    ( = 1, 2).  (44) 
Taking Eq. (37) into account we obtain the first-order corrections to the -layer stream function: 
    23222221 xhxDxCxBAikRx       (45) 
with 
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    420520622 12
1360
1
60
1 xCcxDcCxDxh        (46) 
These expressions coincide formally with those obtained by Yih (1967) except that the 
coefficients C  and D  in Eq. (46) depend now on the interfacial and wall slippage lengths, 1l  
and 2l  (see Appendix). 
The boundary conditions at the external walls for the first order corrections  21 x  
follow from Eqs. (29) and (30): 
  0111  ,   01'11         (47) 
  012  n ,    nln  ''' 12212        (48) 
At the interface between the layers they are derived from Eqs. (31) – (34). Taking into account 
Eqs (38) – (41) we arrive to: 
       000 122010121110201  cbbcicc       (49) 
   0''0'' 1211  m        (50) 
         0'000'0'' 1201201
211101
2111111  
c
ci
c
l
    (51) 
                   1010110110101022020211112 0100'00'0'''0'''  cGrikRccrikRm  
 (52) 
The interfacial tension  does not appear in the first-order approximation of the stream functions 
because the corresponding term is of order of 3k  (see Eq. (34)). Substituting Eq. (45) to the 
boundary conditions (47) – (52), we find the growth rate of the long-wave perturbations: 
          
         nnlnmnlnnmlnmlm FHnhlnhHnhHhHhHckRc   221223214 522242312111
2011 2312432324
'''1'1
3
1
   
. (53) 
Here the following notations are introduced 
      mmnnnlnmnmlnlmnnH 342632343 222121    (53a) 
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      mmnnnlnmnmlnlmnnH  2232343 222122   (53b) 
  mnnlnmlrH  4323243 2213     (53c) 
 mnnmlrnH  243 214      (53d) 
      nmnlnmlnlmnH  21225 4334    (53e) 
It can be checked directly that in the case of the stick boundary conditions corresponding to 
021  ll  Eq. (53) coincides with the well-known result by Yih24. 
V. DISCUSSION 
A. Propagation of the long interfacial waves 
 Consider at first the influence of the slip boundary conditions upon the details of 
propagation of the long-wave disturbances at the interface between the stratified fluids under 
shear. The general expression of the wave speed is represented by Eq. (42). It follows from this 
expression that in the absence of interfacial slip, 01 l , the speed wave propagation coincides 
with the unperturbed flow velocity if both layers have the same viscosity ( i.e. 1m ) even in the 
presence of slip at the bottom plate. On the contrary, the presence of interfacial slip would alter 
this rule. In the case of stick boundary conditions at the lower plate the following relative wave 
speed is obtained 
       
      242131 1
22122201 23224
3441120
nnmnnmmlnmmlnm
lmnnmlmnmnmlc

    (54) 
which takes a nonzero value at 1m : 
    
      4131 1
21201 1 141
34141,0
nlnln
lnnlmlc

     (55) 
This result is a consequence of the presence of non-degenerate interfaces even in a homogeneous 
fluid when slip exists between some of its parts. 
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 Fig. 2 represents the dependence of the wave speed 0c  on the viscosity and the thickness 
ratios for two sets of boundary conditions: (a) sticky interface and slippery lower wall ( 01 l  
and 12 l ) and (b) slippery interface and the sticky lower wall ( 11 l  and 02 l ). The dashed 
lines correspond to the stick boundary conditions with 021  ll .24 It is seen from Fig. 2a that 
the slip at the lower wall results in an acceleration of the propagation of disturbances in 
comparison with the sticky boundary conditions. This difference is rapidly growing with 
decreasing the thickness ratio. In the limiting case of a very thin lower layer, 0~n , the wave 
speed is of the order of the basic fluid velocity, 2210 ~ lVc  . In contrast to the wall slip, the 
interfacial slip leads just to a small altering of the wave speed. Nevertheless, these changes are 
somewhat complicated: Fig. 2b shows that the wave speed could exceed one for the stick 
boundary conditions and for small viscosity ratios while it becomes smaller if m is sufficiently 
large. The transition between these two regimes depends on the thickness ratio: the larger the 
value of n, the larger the value of m corresponding to the threshold between these states. 
0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000 10000
0.0
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0.4
0.6
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n=0.2
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Fig. 2. The dependence of velocity of interfacial wave propagation 0c  on the viscosity ratio m at 
different thickness ratios n. Solid lines: (a) 01 l , 12 l  and (b) 11 l , 02 l . The dashed lines 
correspond to the non-slip boundary conditions ( 021  ll ).24 
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Fig. 3. The dependence of velocity of interfacial wave propagation 0c  on the slippage lengths 1l  
and 2l . The viscosity and the thickness ratios are equal to m = 1.5 and n = 5. 
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Fig. 3 shows an example of the combined effect of the interfacial and the wall slip on the 
propagation of the disturbances at m = 1.5 and n = 5. We can see that the increase in the slippage 
lengths 1l  and 2l  results in the monotonous growth of the wave speed with a limit equal to the 
velocity of the upper plate. The same asymptotic limit is found for the primary interface 
velocities 1V  and 2V  (cf. Eqs. (13), (14)) which are obviously correlated with the speed of the 
long-wave perturbations.  
B. Stability analysis. 
 Now we discuss peculiarities of the hydrodynamic stability of the sheared two-layer 
system caused by slip boundary conditions. The stability is characterized by the perturbation 
growth rate c  given by Eq. (53): positive values of c  promote growth of wave amplitude thus 
leading to unstable flow while negative values of c  reduce the interfacial disturbances resulting 
in stable flow. The neutral stability corresponds to 0c .  
We begin with the density-matched fluids corresponding to r = 1. Fig. 4 shows the 
behavior of the growth rate as a function of the viscosity ratio m corresponding to the slippery 
lower wall, 12 l , and the non-slip interface between the layers, 01 l , in comparison with that 
for sticky boundary conditions. Two ranges of thickness ratio are considered in these plots: (a) 
1n  (the thickness of the upper layer is larger or equal to the lower one) and (b) n > 1 (the 
lower layer is thicker than the upper one). We can see that the deviation of the growth rate from 
that at the sticky boundary conditions24 depends significantly on the values of viscosity and 
thickness ratios. For instance, at 1n  the growth rate increases when the upper layer is more 
viscous than the lower one, i.e. in the range of m < 1: the lower the thickness ratio, the higher the 
values of c . In other words, the wall slip could induce the interfacial instability at 1n  and m 
< 1 by shifting the perturbation growth rate towards the positive domain. If the lower fluid is 
denser than the upper one, m > 1, wall slip results in shifting the growth rate curves towards 
larger values of the viscosity. This deviation increases with the increase of thickness ratio (see 
Fig. 4a and 4b). Subsequent increase in the viscosity ratio leads to neutral stability at any value 
of n. 
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the growth rate c  of interfacial perturbations on the viscosity ratio m 
under the wall slip ( 12 l ) and the stick interface boundary conditions. Solid curves: (a) n  1 
and (b) n > 1. The dashed curves correspond to the stick boundary conditions ( 021  ll ).24 The 
density ratio is r = 1.  
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The effect of slip at the interface between the viscous layers in the absence of wall slip is 
presented in Fig. 5 for 1.01 l . In contrast to the previous case, the interfacial slip leads to 
increase the growth rate in the whole range of viscosity and thickness ratios. The transition from 
stable to unstable flow can be observed in the domain of n < 1 and m < 1 (Fig. 5a) and at n > 1 
and m > 1 (Fig. 5b) demonstrating the importance of interfacial slip. But the most exciting 
outcome of Fig. 5 is that the interfacial slip can lead to the hydrodynamic instability of the 
stratified system with matched viscosities and densities of the layers. In this case Eq. (53) is 
transformed to  
   
      
               


21
3312281234
521234562312
345641234121
111411161781078
13294579457942112314265
1356514231161153660
1
lnnlnnnnnlnnnn
nlnnnnnnnlnn
nnnnnlnnnnnlnkRc
 (56) 
 
However, the shear flow will be stable if n << 1. As a matter of fact, an expansion of Eq. (56) 
over small n values gives the following expression 
    32211
211
11420
1 nOn
ll
lkRc      (57) 
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Fig. 5. The dependence of the growth rate c  of interfacial perturbations on the viscosity ratio m 
with the interfacial slip ( 1.01 l ) and the stick wall boundary conditions. Solid curves: (a) n  1 
and (b) n > 1. The dashed curves correspond to the stick boundary conditions ( 021  ll ).24 The 
density ratio is r = 1. 
which is negative. Thus, we can conclude that the presence of slip between two parts of a 
homogeneous viscous fluid would result in unstable shear flow if the thickness ratio of these two 
parts is not too small. On the other hand, the flow is stable if the lower layer is much thinner than 
the upper one. 
The combined effect of slip boundary conditions at the interface and at the lower wall is 
demonstrated in Fig. 6 showing the growth rate as a function of the two slippage lengths 1l  and 
2l . The thickness and viscosity of the lower layer are taken larger than those of the upper layer 
(m = 1.5 and n = 5). These ratios guarantee a stable flow under the sticky boundary conditions. It 
is seen that increasing 1l  leads to a sharp increase of the growth rate at small values of the wall 
slippage length 2l . As a result, the initially negative sign of c  could become positive at a 
definite value of the interfacial slippage length 1l , thus leading to unstable flow. On the other 
hand, the influence of the interfacial slip is reduced by the wall slip: the slope of the growth rate 
with respect to 1l - decreases with increasing 2l . Nevertheless, the transition from stable to 
unstable flow is observed in the whole range of the wall slippage length if 1l  exceeds a threshold 
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depending on 2l . The increase in 2l  at fixed value of 1l  results in a reduction of the perturbation 
growth rate towards neutral stability, 0c , of the chosen system. This behavior is peculiar to 
both the positive and negative domains of the growth rate. On the contrary, the increase in the 
wall slippage length would promote the interfacial instability if the lower layer is less viscous 
than the upper one (c.f. Fig. 4). 
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 Fig. 6. The dependence of the growth rate c  of the interfacial perturbations for the density-
matched fluids (r = 1) on the slippage lengths 1l  and 2l . The viscosity and the thickness ratios 
are equal to m = 1.5 and n = 5. 
 
To complete the picture, consider the perturbation growth rate as a function of the 
slippage lengths for small viscosity and thickness ratios, m = 0.05 and n = 0.6. For the non-slip 
boundary conditions these values correspond also to a stable interface. Fig. 7 shows that 
increasing the wall slippage length may result in non-monotonic behavior of c  as a function of 
2l . This is inherent to small values of the thickness ratio whereby wall slip promotes an increase 
of the growth rate (see Fig. 4a). Further enhancement of 2l  shifts the growth rate to the positive 
domain and then drives it towards neutral stability (cf. Fig. 6).  
0 
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 Fig. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 but viscosity and thickness ratios are equal to m = 0.05 and n = 0.6. 
The influence of gravity on the hydrodynamic stability of the two-layer fluid with slip 
boundary conditions is represented in Fig. 8 (the viscosity and thickness ratios are the same as in 
Fig. 6). The first example shown in Fig. 8a concerns the system where the lower layer has a 
higher density than the upper one, i.e. r = 2. One can see that the domain of stable flow increases 
in comparison with that of the density-matched system (cf. Fig. 6). Nevertheless, even in this 
case, the interfacial slip could induce unstable flow by shifting c  to the positive area. If the 
upper layer has a higher density than the lower one, r < 1, the interface is always unstable. This 
is shown in Fig. 8b for r = 0.5. The obtained solutions are consistent with the Rayleigh-Taylor 
theory describing the stability of inviscid fluids. Increasing the lower wall slippage length drives 
the perturbation growth rate towards the constant limit in both cases. The only difference is that 
the asymptotic value of c  is negative at r > 1 and positive at r < 1. 
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Fig. 8. The same as in Fig. 6 but for different density ratios: (a) r = 2 and (b) r = 0.5. 
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The influence of slip boundary conditions on the long-wave hydrodynamic stability of a 
two-layer system of immiscible and incompressible viscous layers subjected to simple shear flow 
has been studied. It was found that slip at the interface between the layers and the outer wall 
could considerably alter the flow stability. The regimes of flow are shown to be defined by the 
slippage lengths, which characterize the discontinuity of interfacial and wall velocities, along 
with viscosity, thickness, and density ratios of the layers.  
The slip between the layers results in an increase of the growth rate of the long-wave 
perturbations in all range of the viscosity and thickness ratios thus making wider the area of 
unstable flow. This effect can lead to the hydrodynamic instability even for a homogeneous fluid 
containing two slipping parts, if their thickness ratio is not too small. Practically this may be 
realized if a slippery flexible membrane was immersed into the fluid. However, the shear flow is 
predicted to be stable if the lower layer is thin enough.  
The slip at the lower wall increases the ranges of viscosity and thickness ratios 
corresponding to the stable and unstable flows for the system with the less viscous upper layer. 
The following increase of the wall slippage length leads to neutral stability in the case of density-
matched fluids. However, if the lower layer is of larger (smaller) density than the upper one, the 
wall slip leads to stable (unstable) shear flow. If the lower layer is of smaller viscosity than the 
upper one, the wall slip promotes the interfacial instability. 
The slip boundary conditions affect the propagation of interfacial perturbations. Wall slip 
results in the increase of the speed of long waves in the whole range of viscosity ratio. On the 
contrary, interfacial slip tends to decrease (increase) the wave speed when the lower layer is 
sufficiently more (less) viscous than the upper one. Increase of the interfacial and wall slips 
makes the wave speed approach the velocity of the upper plate. 
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APPENDIX 
The coefficients of the zero order stream functions could be found from the boundary 
conditions (29), (30), (38) – (41) by substituting of Eq. (37). Putting 11 A , we obtain the 
following set of equations: 
01 111  DCB , 022 111  DCB ,       
0232222  DnCnnBA ,       
    0232 222222  DnlnClnB ,    (A1) 
02201 cAc  , 021 mCC , 021  mDD ,      
02
01
211121  cClBB
         
The solutions of Eq. (A1) are 
101212 1  cmlA       (A2) 
          32212221211 4312611266 nnmlnnmlnnlnmlmEB      (A3) 
  10122112 12  cmmClBB        (A4) 
21 mCC         (A5) 
       32212212 31223 nmlnmlnmnlmmEC      (A6) 
21 mDD        (A7) 
       221221212 2122 nmnlmlnmlmlmmED       (A8) 
The coefficient E is equal to 
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       22122212 2312342324 nnlnnmlnnmlnmlmE    (A9) 
The relative speed of the long-wave propagation 01c  follows from Eq. (A1) and is presented in 
Eq. (42). 
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